
Recommendation letter

Dear Sirs,

Our company is dealing the products produced by Compaq Peat in Romania since
2011. In these 7 years, we delivered to customers a lot of products such as: substrates for
seeding and propagation, specially formulated flower substrates and among others, very
big quantities of natural peat used to improve soils for blueberry plantations. We were
very pleased to have Compaq's assistance on developing the special formulations where
we used their extensive experience in the field of plant growth and nutrition, to develop
the products required by our customers.

In Romania, for blueberries, the customers seem to prefer the 0-40 mm and 20-40
mm structures, always with natural acidic pH. Quantity wise, there are used between 120-
300 cubic meters /hectare of peat, depending on soil type. Compaq delivered for us the
required peat for hundreds of hectares. Whilst delivering those big quantities, we had only
very good feedback from all our customers, with no issues whatsoever. Also, we were
very pleased by the good planning, logistics and professional management of production
on handling the delivery of such big quantities in the shortest time.

For all the above, we can recommend without any restraint, Compaq Peat, as a very
professional and competent supplier for natural peat and peat derived products.

Valentin Ban – product manager
valentin.ban@ideallogistic.ro

Here we enclosed a few pictures from the blueberry plantations that were established with
Compaq Peat's product.   

Peat delivered to the customer
before the beginning of ground
works.  
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Same site, peat already used for
soil improvement, ground cover
applied to the raised beds.

Blueberry nursery using natural peat in
pots to grow the young plants.

Blueberry sample.

Arad, 16.03.2018
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